
FALL ON ROCK, ROPE PARTED—FRICTION DEVICE
Northwest Territories, Baffin Island, Mount Thor
In mid-July A.G. (30) began a solo attempt on a new route on the 3800-foot granite west 
face. The lower two thirds of the face are vertical and the upper third is overhanging 
with an average angle of 105 degrees. Another party of two climbers was also climbing a 
new route on the face which they completed in late August. When they returned to the 
valley on August 23, they called in to Auyittuk Park headquarters on a radio in an emer
gency shelter to report that they had not seen or heard from the solo climber since early 
August. A Canadian Armed Forces Labrador rescue helicopter was in the area and was 
dispatched to do a reconnaissance of the face. Remnants of a camp were spotted on the 
end of the prominent ledge dividing the vertical and overhanging sections of the face. 
There was no sign of the missing climber. It was decided that the face could not be 
accessed by helicopter due to its steepness.

Since there is no local technical mountain rescue capability, the Parks Canada War
den Service Mountain Rescue Unit in the Canadian Rocky Mountain National Parks 
was contacted for assistance. A rescue team along with a certified rescue pilot was dis
patched and flew by commercial air from Calgary, Alberta to Pangnirtung, Northwest 
Territories. Arrangements were made to have a locally chartered Bell Long Ranger 3 
available for the crew.

After an initial reconnaissance of the face and the remnants of the camp were spot
ted, it was decided that inserting two rescuers onto the ledge on the face was possible. 
The ledge was wide enough at one point that, using a 50-foot line, there would be enough 
clearance for the helicopter. Once on the ledge the two rescuers scrambled over to the 
old bivi site where the missing climber was found lying dead in a pile of boulders. He 
had fallen about 50 feet. His rope was broken above the self- belay device he had been 
using (a Rock Exotica Solo-Aid).

It was not possible to sling into the victims location due to the overhanging wall. For 
this reason, a rope was tied to the body and laid out along the ledge to the point where it 
could be picked up safely by the 50-foot sling rope underneath the helicopter. The body 
was evacuated to the staging area, and the two rescuers were then slung off the face.

Analysis
After completing the investigation and after talking to a number of people about solo aid 
climbing, the rescue team speculated that the following is what likely occurred.

The accident happened on August 3. The fatal fall was a result of the victim s rope 
parting. The break in the rope near the self belay device clearly showed this. The other 
end of the rope could be seen fifty feet higher, with about two feet dangling from the last 
aid piece. Due to the overhanging nature of the wall and the logistics of solo aid leading, 
the rope was being clove-hitched to the gear placements as the climber moved up. Be
cause of these direct tie-offs, the fatal fall created a Factor Two force on a short section 
of rope.

It is unlikely, however, that the rope was broken by the self-belay device. We con
clude this because the broken segment of rope above the self-belay device was bunched



up and rigid and the broken end was about 12 inches away from the jaws of the belay 
device. If  the self-belay device had broken the rope, the rigid rope should have been 
behind the device.

It is therefore speculated that the climber was also using an ascender above his belay 
device. The broken end near the self-belay device showed signs of heat damage consis
tent with cutting by an ascender. Unlike a self-belay device, an ascender is not designed 
or intended to absorb a fall—particularly a Factor Two fall. The propensity for ascend
ers to cut ropes combined with the rope damage which his ropes would have sustained 
from the first 2000 feet of difficult aid climbing are likely the reasons why the rope 
broke. The wear to the ropes is substantiated by a diary entry. (Source: Parks Canada 
Warden Service)


